Our comprehensive digital resources include embedded videos, curated weblinks, interactive slideshows, and more, enhancing the learning experience for students.

Our Lightbox Classroom Solutions are expertly aligned with curriculum, empowering educators to create engaging lesson plans.

Try our interactive subscriptions! Visit openlightbox.com/trial
Lightbox Learning Classroom Solutions

Our Lightbox Learning Classroom Solutions include reliable, trustworthy information and activities that stimulate the imagination and improve outcomes.

Access more than 1,200 ready-to-use, curriculum-based titles to create custom blended learning solutions that motivate students and address multiple learning styles. Subject areas include social studies, science, language arts, math, and sports.

Every title has standard digital features such as videos, weblinks, activities, slideshows, key words, and quizzes.

All titles are aligned to curriculum standards.

Explore
- Browse through more than 1,200 interactive titles and tens of thousands of pages of digital content
- Access curriculum correlations for every title

Create
- Tailor lessons to students’ skills and abilities
- Appeal to many learning styles, such as visual, auditory, and kinesthetic learning preferences
- Accommodate all literacy levels with Fountas and Pinnell, Lexile, and Accelerated Reader leveling

Share
- Complete assessments and activities online or print them out for classroom use
- Send assignments to students using your learning management systems
- Present content to your class

Lightbox Learning Classroom Solutions work with your existing technologies.

These are just a few examples of systems we currently integrate with:
- Clever
- schoology
- Canvas
- Blackboard

Explore

• Tailor lessons to students’ skills and abilities
• Appeal to many learning styles, such as visual, auditory, and kinesthetic learning preferences
• Accommodate all literacy levels with Fountas and Pinnell, Lexile, and Accelerated Reader leveling

Create

• Complete assessments and activities online or print them out for classroom use
• Send assignments to students using your learning management systems
• Present content to your class

Share
Classroom Subscriptions

Lightbox Learning subscriptions feature high-quality, curated digital resources such as videos, weblinks, interactive maps, activities, and many others, designed to stimulate learners of all ages.

Each Lightbox Learning subscription provides educators with thousands of dynamic, reliable, curriculum-aligned interactive resources that can be used in blended learning environments, where instructional technology and real-life tasks meet to create an enriched, student-centered learning experience.

Choose your classroom subscription. Select more than one and save! Email orders@openlightbox.com for district and multiple-subscription pricing.

Lightbox by the Numbers

1,225
Total titles
Used in 54 countries

50,000+
Digital Resources

Implemented in more than 15,000 schools

Select more than one and save!
Every spread comes with digital features that are age- and grade-appropriate.

The interface is free of clutter and easy to navigate.

434 Interactive titles with 10,416 pages of content

- 1,302 Videos
- 1,302 Weblinks
- 1,736 Activities
- 9,114 Audio
- 434 Slideshows
- 434 Quizzes
- 434 Key Words
- 434 Interactive Maps

New titles and digital resources are added to your Lightbox subscription every year.

Your Subscription Includes These Curriculum Topics

**New Content Added Throughout the School Year**

**Language Arts**
- Learn the ABCs
- Opposites

**Math**
- Let’s Do Math!
- Making and Using Graphs

**Science**
- African Safari
- All about Clouds
- Dinosaurs
- Five Senses
- Habitats*
- Journey to Space*
- Meet My Pet
- Meet the Planets*
- My First Look at Simple Machines
- My Five Senses*
- Our Five Senses*
- Parts of a Plant
- Pushes and Pulls
- The Science of Nature*
- The Three Rs
- Waves: Light and Sound
- What Engineers Do
- What Shapes the Earth*
- Who Lives on the Farm™
- The World of Bugs
- The World’s oceans
- Social Studies
- About Our World
- Around the World
- Be an Active Citizen
- Continents
- Cultures of America
- Founding Fathers
- Great American Holidays*
- Historical Figures
- Holidays around the World
- I Live Here!
- Manners
- People in My Neighborhood*
- People Who Keep Us Safe
- Places in My Community*
- Symbols of America*
- Tracing My Community
- What I Value
- Who Lives on the Farm*
- The World of Bugs
- The World’s oceans
- Social Studies
- About Our World
- Around the World
- Be an Active Citizen

**Student-Centered Learning Experience**

Each title features images and a captivating design that enhance the text.

All titles are aligned to curriculum standards.

**Digital Subscription**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subscription</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1-Year</td>
<td>$999.00</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5423-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-Year</td>
<td>$2,697.00</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5715-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial

*Denotes series is also available in Spanish.

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445

Along with working on a standard desktop, the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction platform can be viewed on all tablets and Smart Boards.

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445
SUBSCRIPTION DIGITAL

$2,697.00

1-Year Subscription

$2,697.00

3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-5714-7

551 interactive titles with 17,280 pages of content

- 1,653 Videos
- 1,653 Weblinks
- 2,755 Activities
- 11,020 Audio
- 551 Slideshows
- 1,857 Transparencies
- 551 Quizzes
- 551 Key Words
- 1,378 Interactive Maps

New titles and digital resources are added to your Lightbox subscription every year.

Your Subscription Includes These Curriculum Topics

- Language Arts
  - Great Storytellers
  - Learning to Write
  - Show What You Know!
- Math
  - How to Measure
  - Learn 3D Shapes
- Science
  - Amazing Adaptations
  - Animal Kingdom
  - Animals of North America
  - Coding
  - Earth’s Precious Water
  - Earth’s Systems
  - Earth’s Water*
  - Earth’s Systems
  - Earth’s Water*
- Technology
  - Coding Basics
  - Consumer Science
  - Customer Service
- Social Studies
  - American History
  - American Industries
  - American Politics
  - American States
  - Celebrating Cultures
  - Celebrating Holidays
  - Celebrating Special Days
  - Early Explorers of the World
  - Economics
  - Economics: Consumer
  - Economics: Banking
  - Economics: Work
  - Economics: Investing
  - History of the United States
  - History of the World
  - History of Women
  - Indigenous Cultures
  - International Instruments
  - International Organizations
  - International Relations
  - International Studies
  - International Trade
  - World Geography
- Technology
  - Digital Citizenship
  - Early Explorers of the World
  - Economics
  - Forming Our Nation
  - Geography of the U.S.
  - Global Economics
  - History Makers
  - House of Worship
  - How America Became America
  - Native American Art and Culture
  - O Canada
  - Open for Debate
  - Our American States
  - Our Federal Government*
  - People in Our Government
  - Personal Finance
  - Police, Authority, and Governance
  - Religion Studies
  - Religion and History
  - Religion and World History
  - Wars in U.S. History
- Sports
  - Champion Games
  - Extreme Sports

Integrated Digital Resources

Digital resources are conveniently located and integrated into the text.

Student Assessment Activities

Every Lightbox title comes with 3 to 6 activities.

All Lightbox activities can be downloaded, printed, or filled out online.

Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial

Lightbox is an all-inclusive digital solution for the teaching and learning of curriculum topics in an original, groundbreaking way. Lightbox is based on National Curriculum Standards.
What’s included

124 interactive titles with 4,448 pages of content

- 372 Videos
- 372 Weblinks
- 621 Activities
- 1,660 Audio
- 738 Slideshows
- 402 Transparencies
- 124 Quizzes
- 124 Key Words
- 124 Interactive Maps

New titles and digital resources are added to your Lightbox subscription every year.

DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-6068-0
$799.00

3-Year Subscription
$2,157.00

Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial

Lightbox is an all-inclusive digital solution for teaching and learning of curriculum topics in an original, groundbreaking way. Lightbox is based on National Curriculum Standards.

Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

Your Subscription Includes These Curriculum Topics

New Content Added Throughout the School Year

Science
- Basic Physics
- Geology*
- Growth, Development, and Reproduction of the Human Body
- Human Body
- Nature of Life
- The Solar System

STEM and the Future
- Structure, Function, and Information Processing of the Human Body

Social Studies
- Ancient Empires and Civilizations
- The Battle for Ukraine

Black History
- Countries
- Major Forms of World Government
- Native American Life
- Outstanding African Americans
- The Seven Continents*

World Cultures

*Denotes series is also available in Spanish.

Engage Your Students

Every Lightbox title features 2 to 4 videos.

Bolded key words define core concepts and ideas. Users can test their knowledge using a key word matching activity.

Infographics concisely present facts and figures, offering graphic representations for visual learners.
Lightbox is an all-inclusive digital solution for the teaching and learning of curriculum topics in an original, groundbreaking way. Lightbox is based on National Curriculum Standards.

What’s included
116 interactive titles with 5,056 pages of content
- 515 Videos
- 1,142 Weblinks
- 580 Activities
- 3,088 Audio
- 116 Slideshows
- 695 Transparencies
- 116 Quizzes
- 116 Key Words
116 Interactive Maps
New titles and digital resources are added to your Lightbox subscription every year.

DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION

1-Year Subscription
$799.00

3-Year Subscription
$2,157.00
Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-6071-0

Your Subscription Includes These Curriculum Topics

Language Arts
Lightbox Literature Studies
Science
21st Century Science
Elements of Chemistry
Physics
Social Studies
Foundations of Democracy
Psychology

New Content Added Throughout the School Year

Visual Learning
Embedded high-definition video clips enhance learning.

Grades 9–12 Titles Feature Three Additional Resources

- 453 More
  Extra information and details on a subject
- 564 First Hand
  Letters, diaries, and other primary sources
- 288 Docs
  Speeches, newspaper articles, and other historical documents

Work with all devices
Along with working on a standard desktop, the Lightbox 9–12 Nonfiction platform can be viewed on all tablets and Smart Boards.

Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

1-Year Subscription

3-Year Subscription
Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-6071-0

Lightbox 276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 9/17, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3446
**Lightbox K–5 Spanish Subscription**

All the amazing features of our AV2, EyeDiscover, and Lightbox titles are now available in Spanish!

Each Spanish title is an engaging combination of text and curated digital resources. These may include weblinks, videos, audio, activities, slideshows, and quizzes. This provides Spanish native speakers and Spanish learners with a captivating learning experience.

**Key Features**

- **Contents**: An interactive table of contents allows readers to easily access their desired spread.

- **Resources**: By using the digital resources toolbar, readers can quickly find their desired resources in each title.

- **Videos**: Embedded high-definition video clips encourage listening skills and engage audio/visual learners.

- **Slideshows**: Pairing visual information with succinct text, slideshows encourage users to compare and contrast differing concepts.

- **Test Your Knowledge**: Quizzes and key word activities can be completed online or printed out for classroom use.

**Try a demo or sign up for a free trial at openlightbox.com/trial**

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

---

**DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION**

Lightbox K–5 Spanish (315 Interactive Titles)

- **1-Year Subscription**
  - $599.00
  - Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-5935-6

- **3-Year Subscription**
  - $1,599.00

**Enhanced Learning!**

Bold, dynamic visuals accompany the text and improve reading comprehension.
Lightbox K–3 Guided Reading Subscription

Boost your guided reading instruction with our new Lightbox Guided Reading Subscription.

This engaging collection of leveled fiction and nonfiction titles captivates the interest of young readers with its combination of text and curated digital features. It features everything needed for literacy learning. Titles leveled by Fountas and Pinnell offer a controlled sequence of challenges to help ensure student success.

**DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION**

Lightbox K–3 Guided Reading (200 Interactive Titles)

- **1-Year Subscription**
  - $499.00
  - Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-5937-0

- **3-Year Subscription**
  - $1,347.00
  - Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-5938-7

**NONFICTION FEATURES**

- **Contents** An interactive table of contents allows readers to easily access their desired spread.
- **Resources** By using the digital resources toolbar, readers can quickly find their desired resources in each title.
- **Videos** Watch engaging videos that are both age- and grade-appropriate.

**ADDITIONAL FICTION FEATURES**

- **Read Audio Toggle Button** When users click on “Read,” the entire story is read to them and pages are turned automatically.
- **Directional Toggle Buttons** This intuitive design allows the user to easily go back and forth between the pages.
- **Title Information** Users can click on the title information icon to get further details about a title.
- **Citation** The citation information can be shared with other teachers or exported to use at a later time.

Enhanced Learning! Digital features found throughout each book help readers explore key concepts in greater detail.

- Every Lightbox Guided Reading title is independently assessed by Fountas and Pinnell.
- All Lightbox Guided Reading titles come with official levels independently assessed by MetaMetrics/Lexile.

**Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial**

Works with all devices. Along with working on a standard desktop, the Lightbox K–3 Guided Reading platform can be viewed on all tablets and Smart Boards.

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com.
The AR Collection includes more than 500 Lightbox, AV2, and EyeDiscover eBooks with available AR quizzes. This amazing collection of fiction and nonfiction titles covers a broad selection of topics at different reading levels, with ATOS scores that range from 1.0 to 7.0. Users can search for books that fall within specific ATOS reading levels.

Fiction titles feature high-quality audio readalongs narrated by professional actors. Nonfiction eBooks include a combination of text and curated digital features such as weblinks, videos, activities, slideshows, and quizzes. New fiction and nonfiction titles are added throughout the year, providing young readers with an exciting and well-supported reading experience.

**Grades K–5 Subscription**

The AR Collection includes more than 500 Lightbox, AV2, and EyeDiscover eBooks with available AR quizzes. This amazing collection of fiction and nonfiction titles covers a broad selection of topics at different reading levels, with ATOS scores that range from 1.0 to 7.0. Users can search for books that fall within specific ATOS reading levels.

Fiction titles feature high-quality audio readalongs narrated by professional actors. Nonfiction eBooks include a combination of text and curated digital features such as weblinks, videos, activities, slideshows, and quizzes. New fiction and nonfiction titles are added throughout the year, providing young readers with an exciting and well-supported reading experience.

**Digital Subscription**

Lightbox K–5 Accelerated Reader (781 Interactive Titles)

- **1-Year Subscription**
  - $1499.00
  - Set ISBN: 978-1-5105-5852-6
- **3-Year Subscription**
  - $4,047.00

**KEY FEATURES**

- **Advanced Search** Explore our titles with advanced search filters. Search by ATOS, Fountas and Pinnell, and Lexile reading levels. Narrow your search further with grade levels and subject type filters.

**Title Information**

Find all pertinent information at a glance with an intuitive display listing all key data and digital resources included in a title.

- **Enhanced Learning** Enjoy a combination of fiction and nonfiction titles—everything you need to capture the attention of even the most reluctant reader!

**Export**

Citation information is available for each title.

- **Chicago Manual of Style**

**Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial**

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com.
2,000 Audio eBooks
125 Titles in 16 Languages

Expect Our Best: AV2 World Languages features only the highest-quality titles. Each title in this revolutionary platform features clean, easy-to-read layouts and captivating full-screen images designed for maximum readability and eye-catching appeal.

Now Featuring Full Audio: The AV2 World Languages interface is clear of clutter, works with all platforms, and is responsive to all screen sizes. The control center at the bottom of the screen ensures that a book's pages are the main focus for early readers. The full audio feature allows readers to listen to the text in their own language as they flip through the book.

DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTION
World Languages (2,000 audio eBooks, with new titles added throughout your subscription term)

1-Year Subscription
$499.00
Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8345-8

3-Year Subscription
$1,299.00
Set ISBN: 978-1-4896-8513-1

KEY FEATURES

16 for 1: Every title includes access to 16 eBooks, each in a different language. Essentially, that is 16 titles for the price of 1!

Available Languages:
- English
- Español
- Français
- 普通話
- Русский
- Deutsch
- العربية
- 한국어
- ภาษาไทย
- Tiếng Việt
- Português
- Italiano
- 日本語
- Kirundi

Language Toggle Bar: Easily switch between languages with a simple click. Watch as the current page is translated into another language before your eyes.

Amazingly Easy to Use!
Focuses on the early reader and the learning of other languages.

Try a demo or sign up for a FREE trial at openlightbox.com/trial

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445
1. Use the **school access link** provided when you subscribe. No username or password is required.

2. Embed your school access link into a **Learning Management System** (LMS). Lightbox works with more than 20 LMSs and will ensure it works with your preferred LMS.

3. Embed your school access link into a **Library Automation System** or **Library Circulation System**.

4. Purchase **Digital MARC** records for $49 per subscription.

5. Go to **sub.openlightbox.com** and enter your username and password, which can be provided upon request.

**Easily Access Titles in Your Lightbox Subscription in Different Ways**

**The Benefits of Having a Lightbox Subscription**

1. **Get access to Lightbox titles** for less than $2 per interactive title.

2. **Get a 50 percent discount on hardcover titles.** That’s about $10 per hardcover title.

3. **Get new Lightbox titles** added throughout your subscription term at **no additional cost**.

4. **Get a 20 percent discount** on any AV2 subscription add-ons.

5. **Get free professional development**.

**Looking for more information about our subscriptions?**

Visit openlightbox.com or call us at **1-866-649-3445**.
Overview
Go on an exciting adventure beyond planet Earth in the All about Space series. Discover more about our solar system and the way we explore it with easy-to-read titles that are sure to engage even the most reluctant readers.

Curriculum Connection
Space Systems: Stars and the Solar System
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Guided Reading Levels
Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Pick Your Format

Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $23.99
Hardcover Series Set - 5 titles
List RLB: $119.95

Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K–2 Subscription
ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
Overview

In addition to exploring reversible and irreversible changes with simple examples and engaging visuals, the Changing Matter series teaches young learners to classify materials, describe their properties, and explore which properties are best suited for a particular purpose.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

- Structures and Properties of Matter
  Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels

- Accelerated Reader
- F&P

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   - List RLB: $23.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
     ISBN: 978-1-5105-6603-3
     List RLB: $95.96
   - Hardcover Set - 4 titles
     ISBN: 978-1-5105-6533-3
     List Combo: $54.00

2. Combo
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     List Combo: $54.00
   - Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
     ISBN: 978-1-5105-6603-3
     List RLB: $95.96
   - Hardcover Set - 4 titles
     ISBN: 978-1-5105-6533-3
     List Combo: $54.00

3. Subscription
   - This series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
   - 1-year K–2 Subscription
     ISBN: 978-1-5105-5423-8

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 917, New York, NY 10001
1-866-649-3445
Overview

The Chemistry of… uses simple language and interesting examples to explore the chemical reactions that take place all around us. In this series, young readers will learn about the science that makes reactions such as baking, burning, rotting, and rusting possible.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

Structures and Properties of Matter

Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels

Guided Reading Levels

Accelerated Reader

F&P: Submitted

Lexile: Submitted

Comp: Submitted

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
Overview
How Earth is Shaped introduces beginning readers to the forces that change Earth’s surface. From gravity to wind, and ice to organisms, this captivating series guides beginning readers through the characteristics and effects of each powerful force with easy-to-read text, vibrant photos, and interesting facts.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Earth’s Systems: Processes That Shape the Earth
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels

Pick Your Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>List Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Media Enhanced Book</td>
<td>Hardcover with multi-user eBook</td>
<td>978-1-5105-6724-4</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Combo</td>
<td>Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook</td>
<td>978-1-5105-6725-2</td>
<td>$29.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Subscription</td>
<td>This series is part of the LightBox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5425-8</td>
<td>$149.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
Overview

The Natural Habitats and Ecosystems series explores the different plants, animals, and climates that make each habitat and ecosystem unique. This series also helps readers gain a deeper appreciation for nature and the importance of protecting the environment.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels

Guided Reading Levels

Series  Highlights

Deciduous Forests

Oceans

Deserts

Grasslands

Lakes

Wetlands

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Pick Your Format

Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $23.99
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6607-1
List RLB: $143.94

Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $40.00
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6607-1
List Combo: $143.94

Subscription
The series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K–2 Subscription
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5423-8

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 4917, New York, NY 10001  1-866-649-3445
Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
Overview

The Holidays around the World series has been developed for children ages 5 to 7. Each title explores the history, traditions, and features of a holiday celebrated around the world.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standard

Guided Reading Levels

- **EPQ™ Accelerated Reader**
- **ASPL: Submitted**
- **Lexile**: 940L to 1000L
- **F&P**: K to M

**ADDITIONAL TITLES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>Copyright</th>
<th>RL</th>
<th>COMBO</th>
<th>Dewey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sinter 2024</td>
<td>978-1-5105-6733-0</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5032-2</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5087-2</td>
<td>294.5/36-828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanukkah 2024</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5035-1</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5086-5</td>
<td>294.5/36-828</td>
<td>294.5/36-828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kwanzaa 2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5325-5</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5088-9</td>
<td>294.5/36-828</td>
<td>294.5/36-828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Year 2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5328-6</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5089-6</td>
<td>294.5/36-828</td>
<td>294.5/36-828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pick Your Format**

1. **Media Enhanced Book**
   - List RLB: $23.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 11 titles
     - ISBN 978-1-5105-5452-1
     - List RLB: $263.89

2. **Combo**
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     - List Combos: $411.30
   - Combo Series Set - 11 titles
     - ISBN 978-1-5105-5452-1
     - List Combos: $440.00

3. **Subscription**
   - This series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
   - 1-year K–2 Subscription
     - ISBN 978-1-5105-5425-8

**Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com**

---

Easter 2021 978-1-5105-5322-4 978-1-5105-5607-2
Holi 2021 978-1-5105-5319-4 978-1-5105-5606-5
Kwanzaa 2021 978-1-5105-5325-5 978-1-5105-5608-9
New Year 2021 978-1-5105-5328-6 978-1-5105-5609-6

The holidays are a time for family, friends, and fun. Each title in the Holidays around the World series explores the history, traditions, and features of a holiday celebrated around the world. Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
Overview
Each book in the Our Government series examines the different roles and responsibilities of key figures at all levels of government. Young readers will learn about these remarkable elected officials through vibrant images, easy-to-read texts, and exciting facts.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Power, Authority, and Governance
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standard

Guided Reading Levels
Accelerated Reader
ACRA: Submitted
Lexile: Submitted
F&P: Submitted

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $23.99
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-6762-7
List RLB: $143.94

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $45.00
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-6764-1
List Combo: $348.00

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K–2 Subscription
ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 9th Floor, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445
Overview
The Visiting My Community series has been developed for children ages 5 to 7. Each title in this series explores an important location commonly found in many communities.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
People, Places, and Environments
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standard

Guided Reading Levels
Arc Reading}

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   - List RLB: $23.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 9 titles
     ISBN 978-1-5105-5442-7
     List RLB: $215.91

2. Combo
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     Hardcover: $40.00
     Combo Series Set - 9 titles
     ISBN 978-1-5105-5444-1
     List Combo: $360.00

3. Subscription
   - This series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription
     1-year K–2 Subscription
     ISBN 978-1-5105-5445-8

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
WHO WORKS IN MY NEIGHBORHOOD

Overview
Each title in the Who Works in My Neighborhood series, which has been developed for children ages 3 to 7, explores the different people that make up a neighborhood and the jobs that they perform.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Individuals, Groups, and Institutions
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standard

Guided Reading Levels
Accelerated Reader
Level: A
Accelerated Reader
Level: A
F&P: J

advertisement
Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

ADDITIONAL TITLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TITLE</th>
<th>Copyright©</th>
<th>RL</th>
<th>COMBO</th>
<th>Dewey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Doctor</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5351-4</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5671-3</td>
<td>610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Firefighter</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5353-8</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5672-0</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Librarian</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5355-2</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5673-7</td>
<td>025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Police Officer</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5357-6</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5674-4</td>
<td>353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Teacher</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5359-0</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5675-1</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Veterinarian</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5361-3</td>
<td>978-1-5105-5676-8</td>
<td>590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   - List RLB: $23.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 10 titles
     - ISBN: 978-1-5105-5844-1
     - List RLB: $239.90

2. Combo
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     - Lis Combo: $40.00
   - Hardcover Series Set - 10 titles
     - ISBN: 978-1-5105-5845-8
     - List Combo: $400.00
   - Combo Series Set - 10 titles
     - List Combo: $400.00

3. Subscription
   - This series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
   - 1-year K–2 Subscription
     - ISBN: 978-1-5105-5423-8

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

LIGHTBOX 276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 4917, New York, NY 10003 1-866-649-3445
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Overview

The Biomes of the World series introduces readers to the world’s most diverse environments. Climate, location, careers, technological developments, and plants and animals are just some of the topics readers will encounter as they explore each biome.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

Interdependent Relationships in Ecosystems

Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels

AccelReader

AFL: Submitted

Lexile: N/A

F&P: N/Y

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   - List RLB: $24.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
     ISBN: 978-1-5105-6611-8
     List RLB: $149.94

2. Combo
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     List Combo: $40.00
   - Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
     ISBN: 978-1-5105-6611-8
     List RLB: $149.94

3. Subscription
   - This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription.
   - 1-year 3–5 Subscription

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
Overview

Our Changing Earth explores the various forces that affect the planet. Each title examines a force, what effect it has, and how it affects the world. Detailed charts, maps, and case studies help readers to explore each topic in depth.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

Earth's Systems: Processes That Shape the Earth
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards.

Guided Reading Levels

- Accelerated Reader
- F&P

- Submitted

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   - List RLB: $24.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 5 titles
     - List RLB: $124.95

2. Combo
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     - List Combo: $49.00
   - Hardcover Series Set - 5 titles
   - List Combo: $320.00

3. Subscription
   - This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription.
   - 1-year 3–5 Subscription

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
Overview
The Super Science Tools series helps budding scientists discover more about the everyday tools that make scientific precision possible. Each title in the series explores the parts and functions of a science tool, explaining how it works and giving examples of its uses in the lab and in everyday life.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Engineering Design
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Accelerated Reader
ATOS: Submitted
Lexile: Submitted
F&P: Submitted

Pick Your Format
1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $24.99
   Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
   ISBN: 978-1-5105-6594-1
   List RLB: $149.94

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $40.00
   Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
   ISBN: 978-1-5105-6595-8
   List Combo: $149.90

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox 3-5 Nonfiction Subscription.
   1-year 3-5 Subscription

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001    1-866-649-3445

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001    1-866-649-3445
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Weather and Climate
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels

Series Highlights
Overview
The Types of Weather series explores the science behind weather, from clouds and fog to hail and lightning. This series delves into the changing conditions that lead to the different types of weather that people experience throughout the year.

Guided Reading Levels
Overview

The "American Holidays and Celebrations" series explores some of the most important holidays and celebrations observed in the United States. This series highlights the historical, cultural, social, and political background of each holiday or celebration, while also showcasing the many ways in which it is commemorated across the country.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection
Culture
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standard

Guided Reading Levels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning</th>
<th>Accelerated Reader</th>
<th>Lexile</th>
<th>F&amp;P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Levels</td>
<td>ATOS: 5.3 to 5.8</td>
<td>900L</td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   - List RLB: $24.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 9 titles
     - List RLB: $224.91

2. Combo
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     - List Combo: $40.00
   - Hardcover Series Set - 9 titles
     - List Combo: $224.91

3. Subscription
   - This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription.
     - 1-year 3–5 Subscription
     - Hardcover Series Set - 9 titles
       - List RLB: $224.91
     - Combo Series Set - 9 titles
       - List Combo: $40.00

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445
Overview
The Beginner’s Guide to Physics walks readers through the fundamental concepts of physical science in a dynamic, engaging manner. It uses fascinating facts and helpful diagrams to simplify physics and explain how it relates to everyday life.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Waves: Waves and Information
Structure and Properties of Matter
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
ATOS: Submitted
Lexile: Submitted
F&P: Submitted

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $29.99
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
List RLB: $179.94

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
Hardcover Combo: $59.00
Combo Series Set - 6 titles
Hardcover Combo: $399.00

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 6–8 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year 6–8 Subscription
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6860-0

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Overview

Take a step back in time with the Ancient Cities series. Each title in this series takes readers on a tour of a city that was once a thriving metropolis. They will learn how the city came to be, how it evolved over time, and what caused its decline.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

Time, Continuity, and Change

Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standard

Guided Reading Levels

ATOS: Submitted
Lexile: Submitted
F&P: Submitted

Series Highlights

- Pick Your Format
- Media Enhanced Book
  - List RLB: $29.99

- Combo
  - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
  - List Combo: $59.00

- Subscription
  - This series is part of the Lightbox 6–8 Nonfiction Subscription.
  - 1-year 6–8 Subscription
    - List Combo: $109.95

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
2. Combo
3. Subscription

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

Lightbox

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 4917, New York, NY 10001
1-866-649-3445
The All about Clouds series introduces readers to the clouds they see in the sky. The books explore the different types of clouds, how they form, and the weather they bring.

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 560L to 580L
F&P: M

Series Highlights
Pick Your Format

Media Enhanced Book
Lex. RB: 13.9
Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
Lex. RB: 19.9

Combo Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
Lex. Combo: 5425.8
Combo Series Set - 4 titles
Lex. Combo: 5425.8

Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K–2 Subscription
Lex. RB: 19.9

Curriculum Connection
Weather and Climate
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

DEWEY 551 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5558-7
COMBO 978-1-5105-5700-0

DEWEY 551 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5560-0
COMBO 978-1-5105-5701-7

DEWEY 551 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5556-3
COMBO 978-1-5105-5699-7

DEWEY 551 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5561-3
COMBO 978-1-5105-5702-2

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
The Pulls and Pulls series has been developed for children ages 5 to 7. Each title explores the things we push and pull every day.

Overview

Curriculum Connection
Pushes and Pulls
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels

Accelerated Reader
AR: 1.8 to 2.1

Lexile:
L: 450L to 490L

F&P:
J

Series Highlights

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Sample taken from At the Playground

Pick Your Format

1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $25.99
Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
List RLB: $19.96

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-5825-0
List Combo: $40.00

3 Subscription
This series is a part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K–2 Subscription
ISBN 978-1-5105-5425-8
List RLB: $95.96

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Space Systems: Patterns and Cycles

Overview

Curriculum Connection
Space Systems: Patterns and Cycles
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels

Lexile:
L: 510L to 540L

F&P:
L to M

Series Highlights

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Pick Your Format

1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $25.99
Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-5836-6
List RLB: $95.96

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
List Combo: $40.00

3 Subscription
This series is a part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K–2 Subscription
ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8
List RLB: $95.96

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
The World’s Oceans

Overview
The World’s Oceans series explores the unique qualities, uses, and living organisms of the world’s oceans. Each title examines a featured ocean’s natural resources, climate, history of exploration, and much more.

Series Highlights
Earth’s Systems: Processes that Shape the Earth
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 490L to 670L
F&P: M to O

Curriculum Connection
Earth’s Systems: Processes that Shape the Earth
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Sample taken from Indian Ocean

Sample taken from Shadows and Reflections

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $23.99
   List RLB: $119.95

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $46.00
   List Combo: $230.00

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox K-2 Nonfiction Subscription
   1-year K-2 Subscription
   ISBN 978-1-5105-5425-8

Waves: Light and Sound

Overview
The Waves: Light and Sound series explores the science behind light and sound. It introduces readers to light and sound waves, how they work, and how they can be used to communicate. It encourages hands-on activities and includes real-world examples.

Series Highlights
Waves: Light and Sound
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 500L to 520L
F&P: L to N

Curriculum Connection
Waves: Light and Sound
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Sample taken from Reflected Light

Sample taken from Shadows and Reflections

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $23.99
   List RLB: $95.96

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $46.00
   List Combo: $230.00

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox K-2 Nonfiction Subscription
   1-year K-2 Subscription
   ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445
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DEWEY 551.46/132—dc23 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5516-7
COMBO 978-1-5105-5630-0

DEWEY 551.46/13—dc23 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5518-1
COMBO 978-1-5105-5631-7

DEWEY 551.46/17—dc23 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5514-3
COMBO 978-1-5105-5629-4

DEWEY 534 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5408-5
COMBO 978-1-5105-5690-4

DEWEY 534 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5399-6
COMBO 978-1-5105-5687-4

DEWEY 535 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5402-3
COMBO 978-1-5105-5688-1

DEWEY 535 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5405-4
COMBO 978-1-5105-5689-8

DEWEY 535 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5405-4
COMBO 978-1-5105-5689-8

DEWEY 535 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5405-4
COMBO 978-1-5105-5689-8

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $23.99
   List RLB: $95.96

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $46.00
   List Combo: $230.00

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox K-2 Nonfiction Subscription
   1-year K-2 Subscription
   ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8
Overview
The "What Engineers Do" series introduces young readers to the work that engineers do, the practical applications of engineering, and the engineering design process. It includes real-world examples and interesting facts to keep readers engaged.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Engineering Design
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 530L to 590L
F&P: N to O

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Power, Authority, and Governance
Individuals, Groups, and Institutions
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 530L to 690L
F&P: L to M

Pick Your Format
1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $23.99
   Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
   List Combo: $69.96

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $46.00
   Combo Series Set - 4 titles
   List Combo: $148.00

3. Subscription
   This series is a part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
   1-year K–2 Subscription
   ISBN 978-1-5105-5428-8

Pick Your Format
1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $23.99
   Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
   ISBN 978-1-5105-5943-6
   List Combo: $93.96

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $49.00
   Combo Series Set - 6 titles
   List Combo: $149.00

3. Subscription
   This series is a part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subscription.
   1-year K–2 Subscription
   ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

DEWEY 620 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5417-7
COMBO 978-1-5105-5684-3

DEWEY 620 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5411-5
COMBO 978-1-5105-5686-7

DEWEY 620 ©2021
RLB 978-1-5105-5414-6
COMBO 978-1-5105-5685-0

DEWEY 172 ©2023
RLB 978-1-5105-5542-6
COMBO 978-1-5105-5677-5

DEWEY 172 ©2023
RLB 978-1-5105-5550-1
COMBO 978-1-5105-5681-2

DEWEY 172 ©2023
RLB 978-1-5105-5552-5
COMBO 978-1-5105-5682-9

DEWEY 172 ©2023
RLB 978-1-5105-5548-8
COMBO 978-1-5105-5679-9

DEWEY 172 ©2023
RLB 978-1-5105-5544-0
COMBO 978-1-5105-5680-5

DEWEY 172 ©2023
RLB 978-1-5105-5546-4
COMBO 978-1-5105-5678-2
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Overview
Many people have brought their own unique cultures to the United States. In the Cultures of America series, young readers will learn all about different cultural activities and traditions practiced throughout the nation.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Culture
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards
Guided Reading Levels
Curriculum Connection
Culture
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards
Guided Reading Levels
Overview
The Great American Holidays series has been developed for children ages 5 to 7. Each title explores the history, traditions, and features of a holiday celebrated in the United States.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Culture
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards
Guided Reading Levels
1
INTEREST LEVEL K–2
24 Pages
9.5" x 8.5"

DEW 26x275 to 640x828
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DEW 675x278 to 1251x829
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Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Overview
Each title in the Historical Figures series explores the life, beliefs, and accomplishments of an extraordinary figure in U.S. history.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Time, Continuity, and Change
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Accelerated Reader
ATOS: 2.0 to 2.7
Lexile: 460L to 630L
F&P: K to L

Pick Your Format

1 Media Enhanced Book
List/RL: $21.99
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
List/RL: $149.94

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List/Combo: $46.00
Combo Series Set - 6 titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-5441-1
List/Combo: $241.00

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox K-2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K-2 Subscription
ISBN 978-1-5105-5442-8

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Overview
The I Live Here! series introduces readers to the places where people usually live. The books explore different types of settlements and their communities, buildings, and local officials.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
People, Places, and Environments
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Accelerated Reader
ATOS: 2.0 to 2.3
Lexile: 470L to 530L
F&P: M to N

Pick Your Format

1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $23.99
Hardcover Series Set - 4 titles
List RLB: $95.96

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $40.00
Combo Series Set - 4 titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-5561-7
List Combo: $199.00

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox K-2 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year K-2 Subscription
ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com.
Learn the ABCs of Science, Language and Visual Arts

Overview
The Learn the ABCs series explores the 26 letters of the English alphabet. The books invite young readers to discover each letter, where it is found in the alphabet, its position inside different words, and the sounds it can make.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Students apply knowledge of language structure, language conventions
Based on the National Standards for the English Language Arts (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Leveled: 2RL to 5LL
F&P: 1

pick your format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $13.99
Hardcover Series Set - 26 Titles
List RLB: 62374
2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi user eBook
List Combo: $46.00
Combo Series Set - 26 Titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-6814-4
List Combo: 622460
3 Subscription
This series is a part of the Lightbox K–2 Nonfiction Subcription
1-year K–2 Subscription
ISBN 978-1-5105-5423-8

Overview
The Earth’s Systems series provides readers with an in-depth look at the atmosphere, biosphere, geosphere, and hydrosphere, examining how these four “spheres” work individually and together to form the dynamic system that is Earth.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Earth’s Systems
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Leveled: 810L to 940L
F&P: U to V

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $34.99
Hardcover Series Set - 4 Titles
List RLB: 622460
2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi user eBook
List Combo: $99.99
Combo Series Set - 4 Titles
ISBN 978-1-5105-6808-6
List Combo: 622460
3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription
1-year 3–5 Subscription

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.
Overview
Each Life Cycles and Traits title examines the process by which an organism is born, grows, and passes on its traits to the next generation.

Guided Reading Levels

Lexile: 390 to 570L
F&P: O to Q

Series Highlights

Inheritance and Variation of Traits: Life Cycles and Traits

Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Pick Your Format

Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $34.99
Hardcover Series Set - 8 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6284-4
List Combo: $40.00
Combination: $200.00

Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5
Nonfiction Subscription
1-year 3–5 Subscription
List: $34.99

Curriculum Connection
Inheritance and Variation of Traits: Life Cycles and Traits
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Series Highlights

From beakers and Bunsen burners to thermometers and microscopes, the Science Lab Equipment and Safety series takes young scientists on an exciting journey through the science lab, teaching them the importance of lab safety along the way.

Guided Reading Levels

Lexile: 700 to 880L
F&P: S

Series Highlights

Inheritance and Variation of Traits: Life Cycles and Traits
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Pick Your Format

Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $24.99
Hardcover Series Set - 5 titles
List Hardcover: $124.95

Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5
Nonfiction Subscription
1-year 3–5 Subscription
List Hardcover: $124.95

Curriculum Connection
Engineering Design
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards
Overview
Each title in the Space Systems: Stars and the Solar System series explores the motion of objects in space. Readers will discover how Earth’s motion, along with the motion of these objects, can be observed, measured, and charted.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Space Systems: Stars and the Solar System
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 1201 to 1680
F&P: N

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $24.99
Hardcover Series Set - 3 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5826-7
List RLB: $74.97

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $42.99

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 3-5 Nonfiction Subscription
1-year 3–5 Subscription
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5468-9
List Combo: $24.99

Overview
Each book in the Take the Sky series introduces core concepts in the study of sky science. Visual diagrams, vibrant images, and hands-on activities will help young readers explore the many wonders of nature found in Earth’s sky and beyond.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Space Systems: Stars and the Solar System
Weather and Climate
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 810 to 940
F&P: R to T

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $24.99
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6575-3
List RLB: $149.94

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $46.99

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription
1-year 3–5 Subscription
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6525-1
List Combo: $24.99
THE GREAT LAKES

Overview
Each title in The Great Lakes series explores key topics such as geological history, ecosystems, and human impact, in order to help readers better understand the importance of the Great Lakes and why they must be protected.

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 880L to 980L
F&P: V to X

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Earth’s Systems
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $24.99
   Hardcover Series Set - 5 titles
   ISBN: 978-1-5105-5828-1
   List RLB: $124.95

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $40.00
   Combo Series Set - 5 titles
   ISBN: 978-1-5105-5829-8
   List Combo: $200.00

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription
   1-year 3–5 Subscription

Customer Service
Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445

CELEBRATING CULTURES

Overview
The Celebrating Cultures series invites young readers to explore the special cultural celebrations that are held throughout the United States. Each colorful volume explores the richness of a culture through its history, traditions, symbols, and festivities.

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 780L to 910L
F&P: R to S

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Culture
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $24.99
   Hardcover Series Set - 5 titles
   ISBN: 978-1-5105-6785-6
   List RLB: $124.95

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $40.00
   Combo Series Set - 5 titles
   ISBN: 978-1-5105-6786-3
   List Combo: $200.00

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription
   1-year 3–5 Subscription

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

READ LEVEL 5
INTEREST LEVEL 4–6
32 Pages
7.5" x 10"

READ LEVEL 3
INTEREST LEVEL 3–6
24 Pages
7.5" x 10"

Curriculum Connection
Science
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Curriculum Connection
Social Studies
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards
Overview
Wander through renowned religious buildings around the world with the Houses of Worship series. Each title showcases a sacred structure and delves into the history, architecture, and science behind it.

Series Highlights
- Individuals, Groups, and Institutions
- Culture

Guided Reading Levels
Level: 6.05 to 1.00C
F&P: V

Our American States
Each book in the Our American States series uses captivating text and informative visuals to explore the history, landscape, and identity of a state, territory, or district of the United States.

Pick Your Format
1. Media Enhanced Book
   - List RLB: $124.99
   - Hardcover Series Set - 8 titles
     - List RLB: $199.92
2. Combo
   - Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
     - ISBN: 978-1-5105-4476-0
3. Subscription
   - This series is part of the Lightbox 3-5 Nonfiction Subscription.
Overview

The People in Our Government series explores the different roles and responsibilities of key figures at all levels of government. Each book in the series examines the history of the position, its role in government, and the specific tasks assigned to it.

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection

Power, Authority, and Governance

Guided Reading Levels

Lexile: 660L to 870L
F&P: P to T

Series Highlights

Overview

Examine the purpose, function, history, and people of special government agencies with the Power, Authority, and Governance series. Young readers will learn about the important missions undertaken, tools and technology used, and career options available for each agency.

Series Highlights

Guided Reading Levels

Lexile: 820L to 1060L
F&P: V to Y

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $24.99

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $40.00

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox 3-5 Nonfiction Subscription.
   1-year 3-5 Subscription
   Hardcover Series Set - 12 titles
   List Combo: $299.88

Guided Reading Levels

Lexile: 620L to 1060L
F&P: V to Y

Pick Your Format

1. Media Enhanced Book
   List RLB: $24.99

2. Combo
   Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
   List Combo: $40.00

3. Subscription
   This series is part of the Lightbox 3-5 Nonfiction Subscription.
   1-year 3-5 Subscription
   Hardcover Series Set - 12 titles
   List Combo: $299.88

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com

276 5th Avenue, Suite 704 #917, New York, NY 10001 1-866-649-3445

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5448-1

COMBO 978-1-5105-5582-2

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5452-8

COMBO 978-1-5105-5584-6

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5454-2

COMBO 978-1-5105-5585-3

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5456-6

COMBO 978-1-5105-5586-0

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5450-4

COMBO 978-1-5105-5583-9

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5458-0

COMBO 978-1-5105-5587-7

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5460-2

COMBO 978-1-5105-5598-2

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5462-9

COMBO 978-1-5105-5598-6

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5464-4

COMBO 978-1-5105-5588-9

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5466-8

COMBO 978-1-5105-5589-5

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5469-1

COMBO 978-1-5105-5590-2

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5471-5

COMBO 978-1-5105-5591-9

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5470-7

COMBO 978-1-5105-5592-6

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5472-1

COMBO 978-1-5105-5593-4

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5473-8

COMBO 978-1-5105-5594-0

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5475-2

COMBO 978-1-5105-5595-1

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5477-6

COMBO 978-1-5105-5596-8

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5479-0

COMBO 978-1-5105-5597-1

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5481-4

COMBO 978-1-5105-5588-9

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5484-9

COMBO 978-1-5105-5589-5

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5486-0

COMBO 978-1-5105-5590-2

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5488-4

COMBO 978-1-5105-5591-9

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5490-4

COMBO 978-1-5105-5592-6

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5492-8

COMBO 978-1-5105-5593-4

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5494-2

COMBO 978-1-5105-5594-0

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5496-6

COMBO 978-1-5105-5595-1

DEWEY 321 ©2021

RLB 978-1-5105-5498-0

COMBO 978-1-5105-5596-8
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RLB 978-1-5105-5499-4

COMBO 978-1-5105-5597-1
Overview
Learn all about online responsibility with the Digital Citizenship series. Each title in the series guides readers through an element of working and playing online, showing them how to use the internet safely and responsibly.

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 570L to 740L
F&P: Q

Series Highlights

Curriculum Connection
Science, Technology, and Society
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Pick Your Format

1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $24.99
Hardcover Series Set - 8 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6300-1
List RLB: $199.92

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $40.00
Comdo Series Set - 8 titles
List Combo: $340.00

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription.

Digital Citizenship

Overview
With fascinating facts and exciting images, the Then and Now series allows young readers to compare and contrast people, objects, and actions in the past and present.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Time, Continuity, and Change
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 800L to 880L
F&P: P to Q

Pick Your Format

1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $24.99
Hardcover Series Set - 6 titles
List RLB: $149.94

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $40.00
Combo Series Set - 6 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-6572-2
List Combo: $340.00

3 Subscription
This series is part of the Lightbox 3–5 Nonfiction Subscription.

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
GROWTH, DEVELOPMENT, AND REPRODUCTION OF THE HUMAN BODY

Overview
The Growth, Development, and Reproduction of the Human Body series explores the genes and genetics of the human body, the body’s response to disease, and how diseases, epidemics, and pandemics spread and impact us.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Growth, Development, and Reproduction of the Human Body
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 910L to 970L
F&P: W

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $39.99
Hardcover Series Set - 3 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5822-9
List RLB: $89.97

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $66.00
Combo Series Set - 3 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5823-6
List Combo: $180.00

3 Subscription
This series is a part of the Lightbox 6-8 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year 6-8 Subscription
ISBN: 978-1-5105-0009-0

STRUCTURE, FUNCTION, AND INFORMATION PROCESSING OF THE HUMAN BODY

Overview
The Structure, Function, and Information Processing of the Human Body series explores the workings of the human body, covering everything from the structure of a single cell to how whole body systems function and work together.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Structure, Function, and Information Processing
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 880L to 930L
F&P: W

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $39.99
Hardcover Series Set - 3 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5822-9
List RLB: $89.97

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $66.00
Combo Series Set - 3 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5823-6
List Combo: $180.00

3 Subscription
This series is a part of the Lightbox 6-8 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year 6-8 Subscription
ISBN: 978-1-5105-0009-0

Each hardcover comes with a FREE interactive eBook accessed using the book code on page 2.

Curriculum Connection
Structure, Function, and Information Processing
Based on the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) curriculum standards

Pick Your Format
1 Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $39.99
Hardcover Series Set - 3 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5822-9
List RLB: $89.97

2 Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user eBook
List Combo: $66.00
Combo Series Set - 3 titles
ISBN: 978-1-5105-5823-6
List Combo: $180.00

3 Subscription
This series is a part of the Lightbox 6-8 Nonfiction Subscription.
1-year 6-8 Subscription
ISBN: 978-1-5105-0009-0

Request a demo from a sales representative or place your order online at orders@openlightbox.com
Overview
On February 24, 2022, the world looked on in shock when Russia began a full-scale invasion of neighboring Ukraine. The Battle For Ukraine uses vivid visuals, detailed charts, and informative text to explore the events leading up to and during the invasion.

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Global Connections
Power, Authority, and Governance
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Guided Reading Levels
Lexile: 1090L
F&P: Z

Series Highlights
Curriculum Connection
Power, Authority, and Governance
Based on the National Council for the Social Studies (NCSS) curriculum standards

Overview
This series examines the roles, responsibilities, and unique histories of each branch of the U.S. government.

Pick Your Format
Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $29.99

Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user ebook
List Combo: $59.99

Subscription
Now part of the Lightbox 6–8 Nonfiction Subscription

Pick Your Format
Media Enhanced Book
List RLB: $24.99

Combo
Media enhanced book and multi-user ebook
List Combo: $49.99

Subscription
Now part of the Lightbox K–5 Spanish Subscription
Ordering Lightbox Learning Products Has Never Been Easier!

For easy access to information about Lightbox Learning Library and Classroom Solutions, press releases, upcoming events, promotional offers, awards, reviews, and featured books, check out our easy-to-use website at

www.openlightbox.com

Three easy ways to order our products

PHONE
Call toll-free at +1-866-649-3445

EMAIL
Write us at orders@openlightbox.com

ONLINE
Visit us online at www.openlightbox.com

Sign up for a FREE trial at www.openlightbox.com/trial